


Fig. 1. BRS - Example of bigraph.

Fig. 2. Bigraph operations.

A. A simple case study

The case study is a smart Department of Nuclear Medicine.
Within the Department, patients are injected with a small
amount of a radioactive substance in order to undergo
specific examinations (e.g. Blood Volume Study, Bone Scan,
Brain Scan, etc.). Once injected, patients emit radiation
(gamma rays) and have to stay in a specific room to wait
for the examination to be performed. The time patients have
to wait depends on the kind of examination that has to be
performed and the time the radioactive substance takes to
propagate -within the body- and to decay to the right level. In
fact, examinations can be executed only if the radiation level
is in a certain range. After the examination, patients return
to the waiting room until the level of radiation becomes less
than a specific threshold and, so, harmless. The department
consists of the following rooms: 1) Acceptance Room -This is
the room where patients are accepted within the department
and wait for injection; 2) Injection Room -This is the room
where patients receive the injection; 3) Hot Waiting Room -
This is the room where patients wait for the examination after
having been injected and until the radiation level reaches the
correct range; and 4) Diagnostic Room -This is the room

Fig. 3. BRS - Example of reaction.

Fig. 4. Bigraph describing the department.

where examinations are performed.
The system will adopt RFID readers and tags to identify

and locate patients within the department. Mobile devices
will also be used to send messages to patients in order to
invite them to move (e.g. ”Move to the injection room”, ”exit
the department”, ”you are not allowed to enter this room”,
etc.).

B. Using Bigraphical Reactive Systems to model interactions

In figure 4, a bigraph describing the static structure of the
department with a patient inside is depicted. All the rooms
are linked to a corridor, the patient RFID tag can be read by
every RFID reader of the environment, and the radioactive
substance can be injected within the body of the patient.

The patient is called into the injection room by means
of a message sent by the PC into the injection room and
received by the mobile device of the patient. The action of
sending and receiving such a message is specified with the
first reaction rule (namely Call) of figure 5. The figure also
shows the change of location of the patient performed after
having received the message. Thus, the final result of a call
is to make the patient move into the injection room.

The second reaction rule described in the figure, instead,
concerns the injection of a radioactive substance and rep-
resents the transfer of such a substance to the body of the
patient.

III. SPECIFICATION OF SERVICES

In this section, we use Bigraphical Reactive System to
model some properties of services and their composition.

A. Example

Let’s focus on the counter of inversions in a sequence of
sensed data by a sensor. We consider two classes of services
Channel and Counter. Let’s suppose the following properties
for any channel:

• CONNECTION = (CONNECTION − LESS,
CONNECTION −ORIENTED)

• RELIABILITY = (RELIABLE, UNRELIABLE)
• REAL− TYME = (REAL− TIME, NON REAL− TIME)

and two actual channels
1) UDP=(CONNECTION − LESS, UNRELIABLE, REAL −

TIME)
2) TCP=(CONNECTION − ORIENTED, RELIABLE,

NON REAL− TIME)

In contrast, any counter presents one property, namely
ORDER=(REORDERED, RANDOM ), concerning the ability to



Fig. 5. A sequence of two reaction rules for the department.

reorder the sequence of received sensed data by means
of temporal timestamps. The counter also ”includes” one
channel to receive sensed data.

B. Using Bigraphical Reactive Systems to model service
composition

Figure 6 shows the graphic representation of a certificate of
properties for a counter. Specifically, the depicted service has
one property indicating its inability to reorder the sequence
of sensed data received from a channel that is represented as
a site in the bigraph. The (bigraph) interface for the Counter
is:

Counter: <1, {CONNECTION , RELIABILITY ,

REAL− TYME}> → <1, {REORDER}>
In contrast, every channel could be represented by a

bigraph with the interface
Channel: ε → <1, {CONNECTION , RELIABILITY , REAL −

TYME}>
indicating that the Channel has no sites and inner

names, but it has three outer names (exposed proper-

Fig. 6. Certificate for the service Counter.

Fig. 7. Certificates for the services UDP and TCP.

ties) CONNECTION , RELIABILITY , and REAL−
TYME. Figure 7 reports the bigraphs for both UDP and
TCP channels.

Because of the structure of the interfaces specified so far, it
is possible to compose the service Counter with any Channel.
Figure 8 depicts the composition of the service Counter with
the channel TCP and the resulting bigraph.

Finally, it is possible to describe formally the behavior of
the counter by means of a set of parameterized reactions. In
figure 9, the reaction Count is described. In this case, the
reaction has the following set of controls:

Count = {Vi+1,Vi,Ti+1,Ti,Ci+1,Ci} where Tj is 1 if the
value of recent sensed data is increasing, and 0 viceversa.

This reaction is also described as it follows:

Fig. 8. Certificate for the composition of the services Counter and TCP.



Fig. 9. Reaction rules for the service Counter over the channel TCP.

Count = {Vi+1,Vi,Ti+1,Ti,Ci+1,Ci} → {Vi+1,Ti+1,Ci}, iff
(((Vi+1 - Vi) ≥ 0) ∧ (Ti = 1)) ∧ ((Vi+1 - Vi) ≤ 0) ∧ (Ti = 0))

meaning that the count (Ci) doesn’t change if the trend is
increasing and the current value (Vi+1) is greater than the
last value (Vi), or viceversa.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented an approach to dynamic com-
position of service components and proposed a method for
the formal certification of composed services properties. A
composite service interface can be created using specific
operators of the formal method, the Bigraphical Reactive
System.
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